Abstract
Introduction
Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) are a new promising communication technology specially adequate for wireless mobile networks. This type of wireless network is characterized by dynamic self-organization, selfconfiguration and self-healing. These properties enable, among other, fast deployment, low installation cost, and reliable communication. WMNs reduce the time and work required for creating or updating an existing wireless network, as the mesh nodes can dynamically cooperate to update/re-arrange the network. In a WMN the installation costs may be significantly reduced when compared to traditional WLAN, as they require less cabling connections. Unlike traditional WLANs, where there is the need for both a data cable and a power line for each Access Point (AP). A WMNs AP requires only to be connected to a power line. This feature may be very attractive for setting-up industrial plants, where is quite easy to extend power lines, but it is usually difficult to re-cable the plant * This work was partially funded by IDMEC and by FCT/CAPES funding agencies (project SideTrail), and by FCT under project PTDC/EIA/74313/2006.
† Marcos Pinheiro is currently on leave from DIMAp-UFRN, Brazil. His contact address at UFRN is: madruga@dimap.ufrn.br. installation in order to get a direct cable connection from the AP to the nearest data communication switch. As a consequence, WMNs are believed to play an important role in future Wireless Industrial Networks [18] , reducing installation and reconfiguration costs and increasing the reliability of the wireless communication network.
This work is focused in a particular type of Mesh Networks: the IEEE 802.11s Wireless Mesh Networks, which are the developing IEEE standard for IEEE 802.11 Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) based mesh networking. The use of IEEE 802.11s Mesh Networks in industrial environment will raise two major benefits: higher reliability of the wireless network and support of a higher number of APs. The first property arises from the self-healing and self-organized characteristics of WMNs that maintains the communications links even when facing multiple communication faults. The second property comes up as consequence of the network topology. Typical deployed IEEE 802.11 WLANs consist of a series of wired APs that rely on a wired infrastructure to extend its connectivity. As a result, the dimension of the network is largely restricted by the wired infrastructure. Conversely, in a IEEE 802.11s Mesh Network, APs can be interconnected in a multi-hop fashion. Thus, the IEEE 802.11s approach allows the setup of large sized networks (with a larger number of nodes). However, as the network size increases, the mesh network may face severe scalability problems. In essence, the available throughput will decay as the network gets bigger. One of the major reasons for this behavior is the increase in the number of hops in the multi-hop network. The longer hop distance in a path will lower down the available throughput over the relay links.
The main target of this paper is to propose a novel scheme for path selection and message forwarding in IEEE 802.11s networks, that is especially suitable to industrial environments. On the one hand it reduces the time for path selection in order to cope with tighter real-time requirements, and on the other hand improves the reliability and fault-tolerance of the message transmission. The preliminary results of this work indicate that soft real-time requirements can be addressed by the joint use of DHTs and clusters in the routing protocol to reduce the num-ber of hops on the network. The reliability issues can be reached by exploring the mesh network properties.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the most relevant concepts for the understanding of the proposed approach. An overview of the proposed scheme is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 details the major components of the proposed approach, the DHT-based Path Selection and the Message Forwarding mechanisms. In Section 5, the proposed scheme is compared to state-of-art solutions that can be found on the literature. Preliminary results from a simulation assessment are presented in Section 6, and finally some concluding remarks are given in Section 7.
Background

IEEE 802.11s standard
The IEEE 802.11s draft standard specifies a wireless mesh network technology based on the IEEE 802.11 WLAN. Although the 802.11s standardization is still in progress, the most recent draft is already quite stable. In addition to generic IEEE 802.11 mechanisms, the IEEE 802.11s draft also addresses issues related to the MAC protocol, security and routing, which is most important in wireless mesh networks. [10] as an optional one. Since draft version 1.07, the RA-OLSR was removed from the IEEE 802.11s specification. HWMP can work in both reactive and proactive modes. In reactive routing the route discovery is performed on-demand. In proactive routing, performed only by MPPs, a distance vector tree is used to avoid unnecessary routing path discovery and recovery messages. The RA-OLSR protocol is a proactive, linkstate wireless mesh path selection protocol based on the Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol [6] . It also include extensions like the Fisheye State Routing (FSR) protocol [9] , and the use of radio-aware metrics. However, both HWMP and RA-OLSR have several shortcomings, namely in what concerns the scalability of the network.
Distributed Hash Table (DHT)
A Distributed Hash Table (DHT) enables the application of the hash table concept to a distributed environment. It allows the efficient access to data through the association of a key to each data element. DHT networks have gained popularity as they are the underlying support for the organization of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks, such as Chord [15] and Pastry [14] . Basically the DHT uses a space of identifiers to guide the resource allocation process, where a resource can be a process to be executed or a information to be stored. The space of identifiers is divided among the nodes that form the DHT and the resources are mapped into that space, typically using a hash function. Each network node is responsible for all the resources mapped to its identifiers. Such identifiers are also referred as keys.
Obviously, the nodes participating in the DHT use a physical communication network, such as the Internet, to exchange messages. However, they also create a new network, superimposed upon this physical network, called the overlay network. This overlay network has its own topology and routing protocols that are specified by the DHT. Moreover, DHTs are typically multi-hop networks, where each node forwards the messages to the nodes that are nearest to their destination addresses.
Wireless Industrial Networks
The industry has traditionally relied on wired networks to transmit data among control applications, controllers, sensors and/or actuators, and other components. Most of this communication is supported by fieldbus systems [18] like Foundation Fieldbus, PROFIBUS, WorldFIP, CAN or ControlNet. However, the need for greater flexibility and lower costs has led to consider the application of wireless network technologies in industrial environments.
It is well known that wireless communication in industry will deliver cost advantages and increase the flexibility in plants. The cost and time needed for installation and maintenance of a large number of data cables in the industrial floor is significant. Wireless connections can greatly reduce these costs and time. Moreover, for some industries and factories, the use of wireless technologies allow a rapid and easy plant setup and reconfiguration. It also allows the reduction of cable breakage in industrial/factory floor when dealing with movable components.
Despite the obvious benefits of wireless technologies for industrial settings, there are still some important constraints to be solved. One of the most important issues is the unpredictable behavior and the higher error rate in wireless channels. This restriction is caused by limitations of the MAC layer on most of the current wireless technologies and becomes more relevant in industries with metallic clutter and obstacles. We believe that is possible to mitigate these limitations by extending the wireless network coverage. However, again the scalability issue still need to be solved by additional measures, in order to allow such coverage extension.
Overview
The DHT-based Cluster Routing Protocol (DCRP) integrates clustering with DHTs to enhance the scalability of routing in 802.11s networks. Clustering allows for the use of hierarchical routing and therefore to reduce the amount of routing traffic. The routing information that is not exchanged through the routing protocols is kept in DHTs, which support a rather efficient access. As shown in Figure 2 , MPs physically close are grouped in clusters. Most MPs in a cluster communicate only with MPs in the same cluster, whereas a few MPs in a cluster communicate both with MPs in the same cluster and MPs in other clusters. We call the latter border MPs (bMP) and the former internal MPs (iMP). All MPs in a cluster maintain an intra-cluster routing table by executing an intra-cluster routing protocol. In addition, the bMPs of each cluster maintain an inter-cluster routing table by executing a mesh-wide inter-cluster routing protocol.
In order to reduce the traffic generated by the intracluster routing protocol, this protocol exchanges routing information only for MPs. Routing information relative to stations in the cluster, i.e. the proxy-MAP a station is associated with, is kept in a DHT. For each cluster, there is an intra-cluster DHT (intra-DHT), whose nodes are the MPs of that cluster. Each MP is identified in the DHT by a random unsigned integer, id, which is the result of applying a hash function to its MAC address. Thus, to learn the id of a node, it is enough to know its MAC address. The DHT entry with routing information for a given station is stored in the MP whose id is closest to the id of that station. We call this MP the intra-cluster key MP (intra-kMP) of that station.
Likewise, the inter-cluster routing protocol exchanges routing information regarding only bMPs. Routing information relative to other nodes, i.e. stations and iMPs, is kept in a mesh-wide DHT, the inter-cluster DHT (inter-DHT). As the inter-routing protocol is aware only of bMPs, each entry in this DHT must contain the MAC address of a bMP of the cluster to which the corresponding node belongs. We call this bMP the proxy-bMP for the node. The DHT entry for a given node is stored in the bMP whose id is closest to this node id. This bMP is known as the inter-cluster key MP (inter-kMP) of that node.
As there is a one-to-one map between a routing protocol instance and a DHT, each node of a DHT knows the remaining nodes of that DHT, and therefore the DHT overlay network is a fully connected graph, i.e. the set of neighbors of a given node comprises all other DHT nodes. In order to allow routing of frames in the DHT, each DHT node maintains a DHT neighbor table (NT), which just maps the ids of the DHT nodes to their MAC addresses. As the id of a node can be determined from its MAC address, the maintenance of NT is for free: it is provided by the corresponding instance of the routing protocol. Insertion of the entries in the DHT is also rather efficient and straightforward: when a station associates with a MAP, the latter inserts an entry for that station both in the intracluster DHT, for the local cluster, i.e. in its intra-kMP, and in the inter-cluster DHT, i.e. in its inter-kMP. Note that most likely the two entries are different and are inserted in different nodes.
In addition to the already mentioned tables, an MP also keeps a proxy cache (P-cache), which maps the MAC address of a station to the MAC address of a proxy-MP of that station: the proxy-MAP for MPs in the same cluster and the proxy-bMP for MPs in other clusters. The purpose of this cache is to avoid DHT-routing, which is very likely less efficient than physical routing. Therefore, DCRP always tries to forward frames using physical routing information. Only if no information is available, does it resort to DHT-based routing, i.e. it forwards the frames to a kMP.
To populate the proxy cache, when a kMP receives a frame routed through the DHT and it has an entry for the frame's final destination in its DHT, it sends back a redirect message to the node at the other end of the DHT-hop, which in turn may forward it back to the other end of the previous DHT-hop, if any. This redirect message contains the address of the destination of the frame forwarded by the kMP and the MAC address of the proxy MP (either the proxy-MAP or the proxy-bMP) of the destination.
DCPR Protocol
In this section we provide a detailed description of DCRP. First, we outline the clustering technique applied to create the clusters. Then, we describe the routing information used by DCRP and how this routing information is maintained. We start with the routing tables used to route frames in the physical network. After that, we present the different DHTs that are used for overlay routing. Next, we describe how this information is used by DCRP to forward frames. We finalize this section with a discussion of some relevant issues.
Clustering
In DCRP, we use a modified version of the Efficient Clustering Scheme (ECS) [19] . The clustering module is implemented as an OLSR plugin. To avoid sending signaling packets with medium contention, all cluster formation/maintenance messages are piggybacked into HELLO advertisements of the routing protocol. When a node receive a cluster message, it will analyze the membership cluster ID of the source node and attach this information in the OLSR neighbor database, where it can be later used for the forwarding process. Therefore, the clustering technique helps to reduce the flooding during route discovery phase, since the broadcast of routing messages can be constrained within the cluster.
Routing Tables
As described above, each MP in a cluster has two routing tables (RT), an intra-cluster RT (intra-RT) and an intercluster RT (inter-RT). The intra-RT maps the MAC address of each MP in the cluster to the MAC address of the next node on the path to that MP. Likewise, the inter-RT maps the MAC address of each bMP to the MAC address of the next bMP on the path to the former bMP. Whereas looking up an MP in the intra-RT always returns a (physical) neighbor MP, i.e. the two MPs are connected by a physical link, looking up a bMP in the inter-RT may not return a neighbor MP. In this case, an additional lookup in the intra-RT will be needed to find the next hop to the looked-up bMP.
In order to create and maintain a cluster's intra-RT all MPs in that cluster execute an instance of the routing protocol. Likewise, to create and maintain the inter-RT, all the bMPs in the mesh execute another instance of the routing protocol. DCRP can be used with any proactive protocol, i.e. a protocol that maintains the routing tables entries even if they have never been used to forward a frame. In this paper, we assume that RA-OLSR is used both as the intra-cluster routing protocol in all clusters and as an intercluster routing protocol. RA-OLSR was chosen because it is a protocol specially developed for wireless mesh networks that was specified as one of the two routing protocols in an earlier IEEE 802.11s draft.
The intra routing protocols are standard instances of the RA-OLSR, in which the MPs exchange both HELLO and TC messages. The latter are messages that are flooded in the network and that contain the state of a node links. The HELLO messages enable an MP to learn the network topology in its neighborhood, so that the number of TC messages transmitted can be reduced, but still ensuring that every TC message is received by all MPs in the cluster.
The inter routing protocol deviates from the standard RA-OLSR protocol in that all bMPs of a cluster behave as if they were a single node. This means that a cluster bMP may generate a TC message with the state of a link that is not its own, but of another bMP of its cluster. Furthermore, because the bMP in the other end of these links are not physical neighbors of the node generating the TC message, different links may have different propagation delays. Thus, to take this into account, the inter-cluster instance of the RA-OLSR protocol uses not only the quality metric specified in RA-OLSR, but also a new metric called propagation delay.
Although iMPs do not execute the inter-cluster routing protocol, they keep a snapshot of the inter-cluster routing table that is periodically refreshed by the bMPs in their cluster, if needed. This snapshot is used solely to improve the performance of forwarding inter-cluster traffic, not to ensure its correctness. If the information in the snapshot is stale, the iMPs may forward a frame to a bMP in the cluster that is not the one in the shortest path, but that bMP will forward the frame in the right direction. Therefore, the refresh period of the snapshots can be tuned to keep the associated traffic within acceptable bounds. Furthermore, this period may be set independently in each cluster.
DHT
Each MP in a cluster is a node of the intra-cluster DHT (intra-DHT) for that cluster and keeps the entries of the DHT for the cluster nodes of which it is the kMP, more specifically the intra-kMP. The entries of the intra-DHT map the id of a node to the MAC address of its proxy MAP. Each bMP is also a node of a mesh-wide DHT (inter-DHT) and keeps the entries of this DHT for the nodes, either MPs or stations, of which it is the kMP, more specifically the inter-kMP. The entries of the inter-DHT map the id of a node to the MAC address of its proxy-bMP, i.e. a bMP in that node's cluster. We call the set of entries of the intra-DHT/inter-DHT kept by an MP (i.e. the entries for which the MP is a kMP), that MP's intra-DHT/inter-DHT.
Populating the DHTs with entries is very simple. When an MP joins the mesh, it adds itself in its inter-kMP, by sending to that inter-kMP an add-entry message. When a station associates with a MAP, the latter adds the entries for the station to both the intra-DHT and the inter-DHT, by sending an add-entry message to each of the intra-kMP and the inter-kMP of that station respectively.
In order to support the forwarding of messages in DHT overlay networks, an MP maintains a DHT neighbor table (NT) for each DHT it is a member of. Each entry in a NT maps a DHT node id to its MAC address.
A key feature of DCRP is that there is a one-to-one map between an instance of the routing protocol and a DHT: all MPs in a cluster execute the intra-cluster RA-OLSR and are also members of that cluster intra-DHT; all bMPs in the mesh execute the inter-cluster RA-OLSR and are also members of the inter-DHT. Because, in RA-OLSR each node generates TC messages that are flooded in the corresponding network, it is clear that, by sharing information between RA-OLSR and the DHT, each node in a DHT knows all other nodes in that DHT. I.e. each node of the DHT is a (virtual) neighbor of all other DHT nodes. This means that routing in an DCRP overlay network is very efficient: all DHT nodes are just one hop away of each other. Furthermore, this is achieved using only the messages already exchanged by RA-OLSR, i.e. no additional message is generated to create or to maintain routing information for the DHT overlay. We illustrate the use of DHTs in DCRP by means of the intra-DHT (Figure 4) for the cluster shown in Figure 3 . This cluster has 5 MPs, represented as boxes with a thicker border, whose MAC addresses are: 11:11:11:11:11:11, Figure 3 , and adds to the intra-DHT neighbor table an entry that maps the id of each MP in the cluster to its MAC address. Figure 4 ( The cluster MPs store entries of the cluster's intra-DHT that map a station id (represented as a box with a thinner border) in Figure 3 to the MAC address of its proxy-MAP. Each DHT node stores the entries whose ids fall between, but not including, the id of the node that precedes it in the id circle, and its own id. E.g., the MP whose MAC address is 11:11:11:11:11:11 will store the entries whose ids are larger than 22, i.e. the id of the MP that precedes it in the id circle, and smaller or equal to 95, i.e. its own id, as shown in Figure 4 (ii). In this example, we assume that the hash values are 8 bit unsigned integers, i.e. values in the range from 0 to 255. In a real implementation, a 128 bit or larger hash function, would be used, thus the probability of id collisions is close to 0.
Forwarding
Forwarding is the process executed in each MP when receiving a frame whose final destination is not the MP. In the context of IEEE 802.11s networks, it comprises the modification of the appropriate address fields and the retransmission of the frame to the next hop in the path to the final destination. To determine the values of the address fields, the MP may lookup any of the routing tables it maintains.
All transmitted frames contain 6 address fields. In Addr5 and Addr6 fields it contains the MAC addresses of the final destination station and of the original sender station. Thus, these fields are set at the proxy-MAP of the original sender station, and are not modified until they reach the proxy-MAP of the final destination. Address fields Addr1 and Addr2 always contain the MAC addresses of the nodes at the end of the physical link, i.e. of the physical hop, and therefore are modified at every MP in the path. Address fields Addr3 and Addr4 contain the MAC addresses of the destination and source ends respectively of a path that may be comprised by several physical hops. These addresses are modified only at some MPs in the end-to-end path. To make it clear, when these addresses are modified we use the expression relays to XXX and transmits to YYY with very precise meanings. The former means that the Addr3 field of the frame is set to the MAC address of node XXX and Addr4 field of the frame is set to the MAC address of the node that is relaying the frame. The expression transmits to YYY means that the Addr1 field of the frame is set to the MAC address of node YYY and Addr2 field of the frame is set to the MAC address of the node that is transmitting the frame.
We now detail how how routing information is used to forward frames. To focus just on the forwarding process, we assume that the proxy-cache does not have any entry for the looked up nodes, and therefore we omit all lookups in the proxy-caches. Figure 5 illustrates intracluster forwarding in the case where the proxy-MAP of the destination station is different from the one of the sender station. Solid arrows are paths followed by the frame in its end-to-end path from station STA 1 to station STA 2 . The meaning of the dashed arrows is provided below. The numbers associated with each of these paths are meant to help following the description of the forwarding process.
Intra-cluster forwarding
When the proxy-MAP of the sender MAP 1 receives a frame (step 1) whose destination is a station that is not associated with it, it looks up in the intra-RT for the destination address. As the intra-RT contains only information on MPs within the cluster and the destination node is outside the cluster, the lookup returns no entry. Therefore, the sender's proxy-MAP applies DHT-routing. I.e., it relays the frame to the intra-kMP of the destination station (step 2). As the overlay network is a complete graph, the proxy-MAP of the sender station knows the intra-kMP. To find the next hop in the physical network, the sender's proxy-MAP only has to lookup in the intra-RT the entry for the intra-kMP.
In the general case, the frame will have to traverse several MPs (not represented in Figure 5 ) before arriving to the intra-kMP. The forwarding process in each of these MPs is standard forwarding with proactive routing: the MP looks up in its intra-RT the next hop in the path to the intra-kMP, whose address is in the Addr3 field of the frame, and transmits the frame to the returned MP.
When the intra-kMP for the destination station receives the frame, it relays the frame to the proxy-MAP of the destination station and it sends a redirect message with the MAC addresses of the destination station and of its proxy-MAP back to the proxy-MAP of the sender station, whose address is in the Addr4 field of the relayed frame (step 3). In order to determine the MAC address of the proxy-MAP of the destination station, the intra-kMP looks up in its (entries of the) intra-DHT for the entry of the final destination. To determine the next hop in the physical network for the frame and the redirect message, the intrakMP looks up in the intra-RT for the entries associated with the proxy-MAPs of the destination station and of the sender station, respectively.
Both frames sent by the intra-kMP are forwarded in direction to their destinations using standard forwarding with proactive routing, already described above (the thinner dashed arrow represents the path followed by the redirect message). Likewise, forwarding with DCRP is similar to the standard forwarding process by 802.11s proxy-MAP (step 4). The redirect message addressed to the proxy-MAP of the sender allows it to create an entry for the destination station in its proxy-cache. Thus, as long as that entry is kept in the proxy-cache, communication to the destination station will be done directly between the proxy-MAPs, as indicated by the thicker dashed arrow in Figure 5 , not through the destination's intra-kMP. I.e. no DHT-routing will be used (step 5). Figure 6 illustrates the case where the original sender and final destination stations are in different clusters. Furthermore, to illustrate a most general case, these two clusters are not neighbors of each other and therefore the frame has to traverse multiple clusters. Similarly to Figure 5 , solid arrows represent the paths followed by the frame in its end-to-end path from station STA 1 to station STA 2 , thinner dashed arrows represent the paths followed by redirect messages and, thicker dashed arrows represent the paths in the end-to-end path from proxy-MAP MAP 1 to proxy-MAP MAP 2 , after populating the proxy-caches. As before, the numbers associated with these paths are meant to help following that description.
Inter-cluster forwarding
Processing of the frame by the sender's proxy-MAP is as described in the previous paragraph. Indeed, the sender's proxy-MAP does not know whether the destination station is in the same cluster, and so it resorts to DHTrouting, relaying the frame to the intra-kMP of the destination station (step 1). This may entail the forwarding of the frame by several MPs in the sender's cluster.
The intra-kMP looks up in its intra-DHT for the entry of the destination station, as in the case of intra-cluster routing. However, as the destination station is in another cluster, no entry is found. Therefore, it too applies DHTrouting. But, rather than relaying the frame directly to the inter-kMP for the destination station, it relays it to one of the bMPs of its cluster (step 2). The reason for this is to avoid DHT-routing of the redirect frame that the inter-kMP will eventually send back. Although, the intrakMP can choose any local bMP, the best choice is the local bMP closest to the inter-kMP. To find this bMP, which we call the egress-bMP, the intra-kMP may lookup its inter-RT (or a snapshot thereof). Because the intra-kMP and the egress-bMP are in the same cluster, forwarding of the frame until the selected bMP is as described in the paragraph on intra-cluster forwarding.
When the egress-bMP receives a frame from the local intra-kMP, it applies inter-cluster DHT-routing to that frame. First, it looks up in the inter-DHT routing table to find the inter-kMP of the destination station, and then it relays the frame to that inter-kMP (step 3). Although, the inter-kMP is only one-hop away in the overlay network, most likely it will be several hops away in the physical network, possibly in a different cluster, as shown in Figure 6 .
To find the next hop in the physical network, the egress bMP uses DCRP's algorithm to determine the next hop in the physical network (Figure 7 ). This algorithm is also used by all the MPs (not shown in Figure 6 ) in the path from the egress-bMP to the inter-kMP of the destination station. In this particular case, the Addr3 field of the frame is the MAC address of the inter-kMP. The MP first looks up the inter-kMP in its intra-RT. If an entry is found in that RT, the MP will transmit the frame to the returned MP. If not, then the MP will lookup the inter-kMP in its inter-RT. As the inter-kMP is a bMP, the MP will find an entry. If the returned bMP is a (physical) neighbor, then the MP will transmit the frame to it. Otherwise, the bMP must be a bMP in the same cluster, and therefore the MP looks-up that bMP in its intra-RT, and transmits the frame to the returned MP. Note that if the MP is an iMP rather than a bMP, its inter-RT is a snapshot of the inter-RT and thus may not be up-to-date, i.e. its lookup may return a local bMP that is not in the shortest path to the inter-kMP.
However, once the frame reaches that (or another) bMP, the latter will use an up-to-date inter-RT and thus set the frame in the right path.
Eventually, the frame arrives at the inter-kMP of the destination station, which relays the frame to the proxybMP of the destination station and sends back a redirect frame to the egress-bMP at the source's cluster (step 4). To determine the proxy-bMP of the destination station, the inter-kMP just looks it up in its inter-DHT table. So that the proxy-bMP of the destination station learns the egress-bMP of the sender's cluster, and thus can forward a possible reply from station STA 2 to STA 1 without resorting to DHT-routing (the inter-kMP does not modify the Addr4 field). After modifying the Addr3 field, the interkMP uses the algorithm described in Figure 7 to determine the next hop in the physical path to the proxy-bMP of the destination station, and transmits the frame to the returned MP. In the case illustrated in Figure 6 , the interkMP does not belong to the destination cluster. Therefore, the lookup in the intra-RT will return no entry. The interkMP then looks up the inter-RT to find the next bMP in the path to the proxy-bMP. As this bMP is a neighbor, the inter-kMP just transmits the frame to that bMP. With respect to the redirect frame, the inter-kMP needs only to read the Addr4 field of the relayed frame to obtain the MAC address of the egress-bMP at the source's cluster. Then it applies the DCRP algorithm ( Figure 7 ) to determine the next hop in the physical path to that bMP.
Forwarding at the destination cluster is similar to a intra-cluster forwarding. The main difference is that the proxy-bMP of the destination station already receives a 6 address frame, whereas the proxy-MAP of the source station in the intra-cluster case receives just a 4 address frame. However, both proxies just relay the frame to the cluster's intra-kMP of the destination station (step 5), which then relays the frame to the proxy-MAP of the destination station and sends back a redirect frame to the proxy MP (the proxy-MAP in the case of intra-cluster forwarding, the proxy-bMP in the case of inter-cluster forwarding) (step 6).
To complete the description of the forwarding process in the inter-cluster case, we need to explain how the redirect frame sent by the inter-kMP to the egress-bMP of the sender's cluster is processed. When the egress-bMP receives a redirect frame addressed to itself, it creates an entry in its proxy-cache, and it sends the redirect frame to the intra-kMP of the sender's cluster (step 7). Likewise, the intra-kMP of the sender's cluster creates an entry in its proxy-cache, and sends the frame to the proxy-MAP of the sender's station (step 8), which creates an entry in its proxy cache. This way, while this entry is in the proxy cache, forwarding of a frame to station STA 2 can be done without recourse to DHT routing, i.e. using only the proxy-caches and the intra and inter routing tables. In this case, the path followed by a frame between the sender's proxy-MAP and the destination's proxy-MAP would be as shown by the thicker dashed arrows in Figure 6 (step 9).
Discussion about timeliness requirements
Industrial applications often impose upper-bounds on the propagation delay of frames. Meeting these requirements for wireless mesh networks is particularly challenging, especially when the network diameter increases. Indeed, each hop in a path leads to queueing delays that add up to the total propagation delay. One way to address this problem is to use a hybrid wireless-wired network. I.e., by interconnecting some bMPs with a wired network. By adopting such a deployment, it is possible to replace a wireless path, composed of several hops, by a single cable segment, and thus it is possible to reduce the propagation delay in order to meet the requirements of RT applications.
The effectiveness of this approach depends on careful network planning to identify the devices that have RTrequirements and their physical location. This allows for the placement of bMPs to interconnect the associated clusters through a wired network. Note that not all clusters containing nodes with RT-requirements need to be directly connected to a wired network via a bMP. These clusters may be connected to the wired network through other clusters, as long as the propagation delay upper bounds are satisfied.
Wired segments pose no difficulty to the inter-cluster routing protocol. The used propagation delay metric already considers that some links may comprise several hops. Therefore, it can be used also to distinguish between wireless and wired links. This information is included in the TC messages of the inter-cluster RA-OLSR protocol instance. By taking this information into account when building their routing trees, the bMPs can select paths that satisfy the RT requirements of the supported applications.
Note that these hybrid networks still afford most of the advantages of WMN, because the clusters are WMNs, and thus most of the nodes are wireless. Thus, the interconnection of the cluster by wired segments is likely simpler and cheaper than the wiring of the clusters.
In DCRP, stations do not execute RA-OLSR, only MPs do. Thus, if these nodes are part of an infrastructure and are rather stable, i.e. remain operational for a long time, so will the DHT membership, i.e. the set of nodes that belong to the DHT. This means, that the DHT traffic induced by changes in the kMP of a station will be rather low.
Related Work
Motivated by the obvious benefits of the wireless communication, extensive research work have been done in order to apply available wireless technologies to the industrial environments. Some works explore the use of IEEE802.11e networks [12] , with some QoS enhancements in order to ensure real-time timeliness requirements. Although this improvement addresses the reliability of the communication, the scalability problem is usually neglected. Furthermore, traditional protocols designed for 802.11 (WiFi) networks are insufficient to support mesh networking, due to its poor scalability at the MAC layer, affecting the overall network performance. Several other research works are focused on Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), which are largely used for provide real-time data acquisition and control [11] . WSNs are usually not used in the control loop and so the real-time requirements are not hard [17] . WSNs based on IEEE 802.15. 4 and ZigBee have been largely used for monitoring in industrial settings. Recently the Instrumentation, System, and Automation Society (ISA) release the ISA SP100 that aims to be a common standard for some industrial applications. However, all these technologies designed for WSNs have limited data rates, which do not cover the overall range of applications that can be found in the industrial environments. More details about these WSN technologies can be found in [17] .
The DCRP relies on the use of proxies, DHTs and clustering. Although these concepts are widely used in many different scenarios including mesh networks, in this work we propose to use them in a integrated way, exploring their synergies, in order to obtain a more scalable routing protocol for IEEE 802.11s WMNs.
The proxy concept is used both in HWMP [4] and in RA-OLSR [10] protocols to reduce the amount of information required to route frames to non-mesh stations. In both protocols the discovery of a station's proxy relies on broadcast messages. HWMP uses broadcast messages for route discovery, whereas RA-OLSR uses it for route announcement. Our protocol does not require broadcast messages for proxy discovery, instead it uses DHT to maintain this information. Furthermore, the DCRP protocol extends the proxy concept to clusters, by means of bMP proxies.
Other works that use DHTs in the wireless routing process leave the task of determining the route to the DHT. In [5, 7, 21] no additional routing protocol is needed, whereas in [3, 16, 20] the DHT is used to indicate the next node to which the frame must be send. As this next node may not be reachable within 1-hop, in the latter case, an additional path selection protocol is required, e.g. HWMP, for discovery the route to this node. In contrast with DCRP, which was designed to be easily integrated with the IEEE 802.11s standard, those protocols require the modification of the IEEE 802.11s frame, and force the use of a specific routing protocol. As illustrated above, the DCRP uses the IEEE 802.11s frame format. Furthermore, although in the DCRP description RA-OLSR was used for both intra and inter-cluster routing, it is clear that DCRP can be used with other proactive routing protocols.
Clustering is widely regarded as an effective approach to increase the scalability of WMNs. Several works, e.g. [8, 13] and [2] have proposed modified OLSR versions with clustering. Among others, a key difference between these proposals concerns inter-cluster frame forwarding. In [8] , the authors propose the use of special nodes with multiple radios, called cluster heads, that are assumed to be able to communicate directly with neighbor cluster heads using one of their radios. In contrast, in [13] and [2] , as well as in DCRP, nodes need only one radio and the transmission among neighbor clusters is done trough border nodes. However, whereas in those proposals the exchanged messages among clusters include also information about internal nodes, in DCRP the inter-cluster protocol exchanges information about border MPs only. This is possible, due to the concept of proxy bMP and the use of DHTs. As a result, the DCRP generates much less intercluster routing traffic than other proposals.
Finally, when HWMP operates in proactive mode, all frames must pass through the root node, which is usually an MPP node. Thus, the network performance degrades as the intra-mesh traffic grows. This is a severe constraint to the network scalability.
Preliminary Evaluation Results
In order to provide a rough assessment of the DCRP performance, an initial set of simulations was done based on the comparison between the number of Topology Control (TC) messages generated by DCRP vs. OLSR. The purpose of such simulations is to provide preliminary estimates of the overhead caused by broadcast messages in DCRP, when compared to OLSR. All simulations were carried out using the Network Simulator 3 (ns-3) .
The topology of the used network is a square grid of NxN nodes (MPs). The distance between neighbor nodes in the horizontal and vertical directions is 100m and constant for the entire grid. Furthermore, the radio ranges of all nodes are set so that a node can communicate in one hop only with its neighbors in the horizontal and vertical directions. As mentioned above, there are no stations. In our experiments we considered different values for N (5 to 30, in steps of 5) and run the model for 5 minutes, 5 times, for each value of N.
For the analysis of DCRP, we partition the grid in clusters of 25 nodes in a square grid of 5x5 nodes, with 4 bMPs. The size of the cluster was chosen taking into account that the 802.11s draft standard was designed for meshes up to 32 MPs. Under these assumptions, the routing traffic in number of messages generated by the DCRP protocol can be estimated by:
where C is the number of clusters, M c is the number of TC messages sent by the OLSR protocol in a 5x5 cluster, I c is the number of TC messages generated by a grid with as many nodes as bMPs in the mesh, and H is the average number of hops between bMPs within a cluster, i.e. the propagation delay metric. Thus the first term in (1) is the total routing traffic generated by all instances of the intra-cluster routing protocol, whereas the second term is an estimation of the total routing traffic generated by the inter-cluster routing protocol. The factor H is used to take into account that communication between bMPs in the same cluster may require more than one hop. Figure 8 shows the results obtained with the ns-3 simulation model for the OLSR protocol and those obtained for DCRP using expression (1) . In computing the value of expression (1) we used for M c and I c values obtained also with the ns-3 simulation model. As for H we used the value of 5, as in our simulation we have used a 5x5 grid.
As we would expect, DCRP generates a lower number of TC messages than OLSR. The results are promising, but the used models are still rather approximate. Furthermore, as we stated, these experiments consider only the clustering aspect of the DCRP. The benefits of the DHTbased service have yet to be evaluated.
Presently, we are setting up a full ns-3 model in order to make the performance assessment of the DCRP. Such model encompasses a RA-OLSR version on ns-3 and a complete simulation model of DCRP. The performance metrics that will be analyzed include: network throughput and access delay. The first preliminary results are quite encouraging, but at the moment of writing of this paper, we still do not have a full set of results.
Conclusion
In this work we have proposed a path selection protocol that increases the scalability of 802.11s WMNs. We partition the network in clusters and use proxies to reduce the amount of routing information exchanged in the mesh. To make up for the information that is not exchanged by the routing protocols, we rely on a DHT that maps stations to their proxies. The combination of these features allows each cluster to run its own routing protocol instance. This intra-cluster routing protocol is executed only by the MPs of the cluster. In order to support inter-cluster communication, the border MPs of all clusters execute another routing protocol instance, the inter-cluster routing protocol.
The key impact of this work is that it can meaningfully reduce the number of routing protocol messages broadcasted. The main reason for this is that changes to a route in a cluster usually do not lead to routing messages broadcasted by nodes that do not belong to that cluster. Furthermore, the size of the routing messages that traverse multiple clusters are much reduced, because they only contain information about the border MPs.
The obtained results from a preliminary evaluation indicate that the DCRP protocol may be an adequate solution to deal with scalability issues in WMNs.
